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Abstract. A task-based parallel algorithm for reordering the eigenval-
ues of a matrix in real Schur form is presented. The algorithm is realized
on top of the StarPU runtime system. Only the aspects which are rele-
vant for shared memory machines are discussed here, but the implemen-
tation can be configured to run on distributed memory machines as well.
Various techniques to reduce the overhead and the core idle time are
discussed. Computational experiments indicate that the new algorithm
is between 1.5 and 6.6 times faster than a state of the art MPI-based
implementation found in ScaLAPACK. With medium to large matrices,
strong scaling efficiencies above 60% up to 28 CPU cores are reported.
The overhead and the core idle time are shown to be negligible with the
exception of the smallest matrices and highest core counts.
Keywords: eigenvalue reordering problem, task based programming,
shared memory machines

1 Introduction

Every real matrix A ∈ Rn×n has a real Schur decomposion A = QSQT where S
is a quasi triangular matrix with 1× 1 and 2× 2 blocks on its diagonal (i.e., S
is a real Schur form of the matrix A) and Q ∈ Rn×n is an orthogonal matrix,
often referred to as the Schur basis. The 1 × 1 blocks on the diagonal of S are
the real eigenvalues of A. Similarly, the complex conjugate pairs of eigenvalues
of A appear as 2× 2 blocks on the diagonal of S. These 1× 1 and 2× 2 blocks
are thereafter referred to simply as blocks when it does not cause ambiguity.
This paper deals with the numerical problem of forming an updated real Schur
decomposition A = Q̂ŜQ̂T , where a user selected subset of eigenvalues of A
appears in the leading diagonal blocks of the updated Schur form Ŝ. In other
words, the eigenvalues of a matrix in real Schur form are reordered.
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One of the the simplest use cases for this reordering process occurs when the
real Schur decomposition has already been formed (using the QR algorithm) and
interest is focused on a m-dimensional invariant subspace V of A. In particular,
the objective is to obtain an orthonormal basis for V. This can be accomplished
by reordering the eigenvalues that correspond to V to the upper left corner of the
updated Schur form Ŝ. Due to the properties of the real Schur decomposition,
the first m columns of the updated Schur basis Q̂ will then form an orthonormal
basis for V.

This paper presents a task-based parallel algorithm for reordering the eigen-
values of matrices in real Schur form. The algorithm is realized on top of the
StarPU task-based runtime system [3]. Only the aspects relevant to the shared
memory use case are covered in this paper but the implementation can be config-
ured to run on distributed memory machines as well. The entire algorithm and
its StarPU realization cannot be fully described here due to page constraints.
Thus, this paper focuses mainly on highlighting the key features of the new
algorithm. A more detailed description of can be found in technical report [7].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the existing
algorithms for the (standard) eigenvalue reordering problem. Section 3 describes
the task-based algorithm and its StarPU realization. The computational results
are presented in Sect. 4 and the final conclusions are given in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

Most existing reordering algorithms are built around the swapping kernels de-
veloped by Bai and Demmel [4]. The kernels are best explained by concentrating
on a real Schur form S that has only two diagonal blocks, that is,

S =

[
S11 S12

0 S22

]
,

where S11 and S22 have size at most 2× 2. The swapping kernels can be used to
construct an orthogonal matrix V such that

Ŝ = V TSV =

[
S̃11 S̃12

0 S̃22

]
,

where S̃11 has the same eigenvalues as S22 and S̃22 has the same eigenvalues as
S11. Thus, the two blocks have been effectively swapped and A = Q̂ŜQ̂T , where
Q̂ = QV . The idea can be generalized to larger real Schur forms by combining the
swapping kernels with a bubble sort style sorting algorithm. More specifically, the
selected diagonal blocks are moved, one at a time, to the upper left corner of the
Schur form by repeatedly swapping adjacent blocks. The DTRSEN subroutine
found in the LAPACK library [1] implements this algorithm in a robust manner.

The biggest drawback of the approach used in DTRSEN is that it is in-
herently memory-bound. In particular, the orthogonal updates that are applied
after each swap are very thin (at most 4 rows/columns high/wide) which leads



Fig. 1. An illustration of how three selected diagonal 1 × 1 blocks are gathered to
the upper left corner of the Schur form by chaining three diagonal windows together.
These three overlapping windows form a window chain.

to a very low cache reuse. Fortunately, this situation can be improved by group-
ing the selected blocks and moving each group to the upper left corner of the
Schur form in a blocked manner as done by Kressner [6]. For each group, a com-
putational window is placed on the diagonal such that the selected block that
is furthest down the diagonal is located flush against the bottom right corner
of the window as shown in the leftmost illustration of Fig. 1. The swaps are
initially performed only inside the diagonal window and the related orthogonal
transformations are accumulated into a separate accumulator matrix. This leads
to a much higher cache reuse as the diagonal window can be made small enough
to fit inside CPU caches. All related orthogonal transformations are applied to
the remaining parts of the Schur form S and the Schur basis Q by multiplying
the relevant sections with the accumulator matrix. Furthermore, multiple over-
lapping diagonal windows can be chained together as shown in Fig. 1 and the
complete reordering procedure can involve multiple window chains.

The blocked approach enables the development of efficient parallel algo-
rithms. In particular, Granat, K̊agström, and Kressner [5] presented a MPI-
based parallel algorithm which is currently part of the ScaLAPACK library [2]
as the PDTRSEN subroutine. The authors introduced the idea of processing sev-
eral diagonal windows concurrently. The algorithm relies on broadcast messages
(within the block row/column communicators) to communicate the accumulator
matrices to the MPI processes that propagate the accumulated updates and per-
forms two global synchronizations each time a set of diagonal windows is moved
across the MPI process boundaries.

3 New Task-Based Algorithm

The main difference between the new approach presented in this paper and the
existing algorithms is that it is expressed in the terms of the sequential task-
flow (STF) model. This means that the various computational operations are
encapsulated inside tasks and the tasks are inserted to the runtime system in a
sequentially consistent order. This approach has two primary benefits: Firstly,
proper use of the STF model exposes the underlying parallelism automatically.
In particular, advanced runtime systems, such as StarPU, are able to deter-
mine when multiple diagonal windows can be processed in parallel. Secondly,



since the data dependency tracking is offloaded to the runtime system, many
things that might have previously caused an algorithm designer to resort to us-
ing (global) synchronization (cf. global synchronization in PDTRSEN) are now
handled automatically. This means that the runtime system can merge differ-
ent computational stages together, thus potentially reducing the idle time that
might otherwise occur between different stages of the algorithm due to imperfect
load balancing.

The Schur form S and the Schur basis Q are partitioned into square tiles1.
This partitioning scheme is very natural for this type of two sided transforma-
tion algorithms as the Schur form S is updated from both the right and the
left. Two dimensional tiling allows different sections of the Schur form to be op-
erated on without introducing too many spurious data dependencies (i.e., data
dependencies that are purely the result of the tile-based dependency tracking)
between otherwise independent operations. StarPU considers each tile to be an
independent unit of data and the data dependencies are automatically inferred
from the corresponding data handles.

As with the blocked algorithm suggested by Kressner, the elementary tool
used in the new algorithm is the ability to process a small diagonal window, ac-
cumulate the related orthogonal transformations and propagate the remaining
updates in the accumulated form. The algorithm consists of three tasks types:
The process window tasks perform the necessary computations inside the diag-
onal windows. The left update tasks propagate the accumulated left-hand side
updates that relate to the diagonal windows. The right update tasks propagate
the accumulated right-hand side updates that relate to the diagonal windows.

All task types share certain features. The contents of the tiles that intersect
task’s computational window are copied to a separate scratch buffer and copied
back once the computations have been completed. This isolates the computa-
tional kernels from the tile-based construction of the algorithm. The actual com-
putations are performed by calling well established and vendor optimized sub-
routines from the LAPACK and BLAS libraries. In particular, the left update

and right update tasks are implemented around the high performance BLAS
3 DGEMM subroutine.

Each diagonal window induces a set of left and right updates. In order to
achieve a sufficient level of parallelism, the left and right updates are divided
into update tasks such that the total number of update tasks induced by a
process window task is about twice the number of StarPU worker threads. More
specifically, the algorithm forms a two-dimensional stencil (see Fig. 2) that sepa-
rates the tiles into groups of adjacent tiles both vertically and horizontally. The
number of groups in each direction is the same as the number of StarPU worker
threads. This stencil cuts the right and left updates into tasks in vertical and
horizontal directions, respectively. Moreover, as the edges of the stencil follows
the boundaries of the underlying tiles, the approach does not induce vertical de-

1 The word tile is used here to differentiate the diagonal 1 × 1 and 2 × 2 blocks from
the data partitioning blocks/tiles.



Fig. 2. An illustration of how updates are divided into update tasks by using a 4 ×
4 stencil. This corresponds to a case where StarPU has four worker threads. Each
group contains two tiles in each direction. The right updates are divided into two
right update tasks and the left updates are divided into three left update tasks.

pendencies between the right update tasks or horizontal dependencies between
the left update tasks.

The placement of the windows on the diagonal is one of the deciding factors
for the performance of the algorithm. In particular, it is important that the
number of spurious data dependencies is kept at a minimum. The algorithm aims
to accomplish this objective by selecting the groups of neighbouring diagonal
blocks that are moved together such that all blocks in a group can be fitted
inside a single tile when clustered together. That is, each group should contain
strictly less than tile size eigenvalues. The reason why each group contain at
most that many eigenvalues can be seen in Fig. 3. The algorithm tries to place
the diagonal windows such that their upper left corners follow the boundaries
of the underlying tiles. This, of course, is not always possible as shown in Fig.
3. The window size is not fixed, but grows as more and more (selected) blocks
are gathered from the diagonal. However, the window size is explicitly limited
to twice the size of the underlying tiles.

The tile size is a tunable parameter. If the tile size is too small in relation
to the matrix dimension, then the total number of tiles is going to be large
and the overhead resulting from internal data dependency tracking happening
inside StarPU is likely to cause problems. In addition, as mentioned above, the
window size is linked to the tile size which means that the tile size is also closely
connected to task granularity. A task granularity which is too fine will also lead to
excessive overhead. On the other hand, if the tile size is too large, then left and
right updates cannot be divided into enough left update and right update

tasks to saturate all StarPU worker threads. It is also preferable to keep the size
of the diagonal window below the capacity of the L2 cache. Since the window
size is connected to the tile size, a tile size which is too large is likely to reduce
the performance of the process window tasks.



Fig. 3. An illustration of how the windows are placed on the diagonal such that their
upper left corners follow the boundaries of the underlying tiles. Note how the 2 × 2
block in the center of the matrix causes a slight deviation from this rule and how all
selected blocks always end up inside the same tile.

Initial parameter sweeps (see Fig. 4) suggested that the optimal tile size
depends linearly on the matrix dimension but only up to a certain point. This is
consistent with the earlier observations. However, the increased overhead seemed
to dominate over decreased cache reuse. That is, for larger matrices, the diagonal
windows ended up becoming much larger than what can be fitted inside CPU’s
L2 cache. This led to a very poor performance in the process window tasks but
the overhead remained at manageable levels.

The problem was solved by modifying the process window task’s implemen-
tation such that windows that are bigger than a given threshold are reordered in
a blocked manner. Parameters sweeps suggest that the threshold should be about
128 and the small window size about 64. This recursive blocking approach led to
much better performance in the process window tasks and it also improved the
average performance by 25%. More importantly, as shown in Fig. 4, the optimal
tile size now depends linearly on the matrix size. This means that the number
tiles (and the number of tasks) is independent from the matrix size. The recur-
sive blocking approach also opens the possibility to parallize the process window

task’s implementation. Parallel process window task is not implemented yet.

The tasks can be inserted in many sequentially consistent orders. In a straight-
forward approach, the window chains (see Fig. 1) and the related update tasks
are inserted in order starting from the window chain that contains the topmost
diagonal window. This insertion order is simple to implement and guarantees
that the updates are performed in the correct order. However, since the window
chains overlap each other, a window chain may get blocked by the preceding
window chains which may lead to excess idle time. In certain sense, the window
chains can also be processed in a reverse order. An exact description can be
found in [7]. Figure 5 shows a comparison between the straightforward insertion
order and the reverse insertion order. The result shows that when a large per-
centage of the diagonal blocks is selected and the matrix size is small (i.e., it
is likely that the window chains end up blocking each other and the tasks are
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Fig. 4. Optimal tile size when 15% of the diagonal blocks are randomly selected and 28
StarPU worker threads are used. A similar pattern repeats regardless what percentage
of the diagonal blocks is selected or how many worker threads are used.

very small), the reverse task insertion order can lead up to 55% improvement in
performance.

4 Computational Experiments

All numerical experiments where performed on a system called Kebnekaise,
which is located at the High Performance Computing Center North (HPC2N)
at Ume̊a University. Each compute node in Kebnekaise contains two 14-core In-
tel Xeon E5-2690v4 CPUs organized into two NUMA islands. CPU’s AVX base
frequency is 2.1 GHz and the AVX boost frequency varies between 0.8 Ghz and
1.4 Ghz. All experiments were performed using double precision floating-point
arithmetic. The application binary was linked against Intel Math Kernel Library.

An extensive set of test problems was generated for the computational ex-
periments. Matrix dimension of the matrix A varied between 5000 × 5000 and
40000×40000. In each matrices, half the eigenvalues where part of complex con-
jugate pairs and the corresponding 2 × 2 blocks were evenly distributed on the
diagonal of the Schur form S. The probability that a given diagonal block gets
selected was either 5%, 15%, 35% or 50%. That is, the selected diagonal blocks
are uniformly distributed along the diagonal of the Schur form S and either 5%,
15%, 35% or 50% of the diagonal blocks are selected. An uniform random dis-
tribution makes the results easily replicable and the execution time coefficient
of variation is most cases only a few percent. Due to page constraints, only a
small subset of the results are shown here. Nevertheless, this reduced sample is
a good representative of the overall results (see [7]).

Tables 1 and 2 show the median execution times for the StarPU realization of
the new algorithm and the MPI-based PDTRSEN subroutine. The MPI-based
subroutine was configured to use shared memory communication fabric. The
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Table 1. Execution times in seconds when 5% of the diagonal blocks are selected.

1 core 4 cores 9 cores 16 cores 25 cores
n StarPU MPI StarPU MPI StarPU MPI StarPU MPI StarPU

5000 1.9 1.8 0.6 1.3 0.4 0.7 0.4 0.6 0.3
10000 13 12 3.8 6.6 2.0 5.7 1.3 5.1 1.0
20000 98 81 26 58 13 37 7.9 33 5.5
30000 280 265 78 160 37 109 22 97 15
40000 612 702 176 445 83 239 49 211 33

results show that the StarPU realization is between 1.5 and 6.6 times faster than
the PDTRSEN subroutine. In general, the performance difference increases when
the matrix dimension and/or the CPU core count are increased. In particular, the
StarPU implementation appears to perform much better when 5% of diagonal
blocks are selected (excluding the smallest matrix size).

Figure 6 shows the strong scalability results for the StarPU implementation
when 5% and 35% of the diagonal blocks are selected. The parallel efficiency
stays above 0.7 for the larger matrices (30000 ≤ n) but drops all the way to 0.2
for smallest matrix when only 5% of the diagonal blocks are selected. The parallel
efficiency improves when a larger percentage of diagonal blocks is selected. In
particular, when 35% or more of the diagonal blocks are selected, the parallel
efficiency stays above 0.7 for larger matrices (20000 ≤ n) and above 0.45 for all
matrices.

Figure 7 shows how the execution time is divided among the overhead, the
idle time and the three computational tasks when 15% of the diagonal blocks are
selected. The StarPU startup and shutdown times are included in the reported
overhead. In general, the overhead and the idle time are negligible when 20000 ≤
n. Furthermore, when 35% or more of the diagonal blocks are selected, the
overhead and the idle time are negligible when 10000 ≤ n. However, the overhead
and the idle time constitute over 60% of the total execution time in a case where



Table 2. Execution times in seconds when 35% of the diagonal blocks are selected.

1 core 4 cores 9 cores 16 cores 25 cores
n StarPU MPI StarPU MPI StarPU MPI StarPU MPI StarPU

5000 7.6 4.2 2.3 3.2 1.2 2.2 0.8 2.5 0.6
10000 52 28 15 20 7.4 14 4.4 12 3.1
20000 369 191 102 145 49 90 30 83 19
30000 1744 620 328 430 161 284 94 245 60
40000 2750 1510 770 1063 373 606 222 537 147
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Fig. 6. Strong scalability of the StarPU implementation when 5% (on the left) and
35% (on the right) of the diagonal blocks are selected.

the matrix is size is 5000, only 5% of the diagonal blocks are selected and the
number of StarPU worker threads is 28.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presented a task-based parallel algorithm for reordering the eigenval-
ues of matrices in real Schur form. The recursive blocking technique was shown to
lead on average 25% performance improvement. Moreover, the parameter sweeps
showed that the optimal tile size can be made to depend linearly on the matrix
size which means that the number tiles (and the number of tasks) is independent
from the matrix size. An optimized task insertion order was shown to lead up to
55% performance improvement. The presented computational results illustrate
the power of the task based approach. In particular, the StarPU realization of
the new algorithm was shown to be between 1.5 and 6.6 times faster than the
state of the art MPI-based implementation (PDTRSEN) found in ScaLAPACK.
With medium to large matrices, strong scaling efficiencies well above 60% up to
28 CPU cores were reported. The overhead and the core idle time were shown
to be negligible except for the smallest matrices.

The StarPU implementation can be configured to run on distributed memory
machines. It suffices to provide StarPU with the distribution of the tiles across
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Fig. 7. Overhead, idle time and actual computation as relative fractions of the execu-
tion time when 15% of the diagonal blocks are selected.

the MPI processes. Once this information is known, StarPU is able to perform
all necessary process to process commutations automatically. However, addi-
tional work needs to be invested in making the implementation run efficiently
on distributed memory machines. The core features of the algorithm generalize
to generalized and complex Schur forms. The generalized case is already imple-
mented. CUDA support is currently in development.
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